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About This Game

Project Nimbus is a high speed mech action game set in a post-apocalyptic world. Players control 'Battle Frames' - humanoid
battle suits armed with an arsenal of weapons.

This is a mech game that lets you fly freely in the sky, dodge and intercept incoming missiles with machine guns, and fight
armies of hostiles with every kind of modern weapon you can imagine. Battle against numerous powerful colossal opponents
with the power to annihilate armies, engage ace Battle Frame pilots, each with their own unique fighting styles and stories.
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It does not reflect Dubai City, It is just a huge number of yellow lights. It does not include the most famous building in the
world which is Burj Khalifa.. Good minuture game, can be nice but gets boring after a while. To improve this game the devs
should have more ideas for different types of game modes. Without changing the game base you should just make slight
changes to the game to give it more content and modes and it will be more interesting for longer. Overall worth a try.. The idea
behind Lif is a unique one. Playing as different animals in their natural habitat as you explore and stay alive can be a fun
challenge. This Early Access version is (currently) pretty much the same as Gamevial's free-to-play version in the browser; by
paying for the Early Access, you'll get updates that bring Lif closer to its realization as a more realistic animal simulator/survival
game.
Lif is open-world, similar to Gamevial's Fly Like a Bird 3, but Lif takes survival to another level. Naturally the animals chase
and kill each other constantly because Lif allows you to attack or befriend as you please, but we can expect improvements in
gameplay as Lif evolves. There's fun in being able to roam around doing what you want anyway, and we'll be able to do more as
the game gets better.
Lif has huge potential, and as with any game, the only way it will improve is by supporting its development.. One of the better
platformers of the early 1990's.

The later episodes get pretty difficult.

Spent dozens of hours of playing Cosmo's Cosmic Adventures when it first came out.

10\/10 - this finally came to Steam.. The concept of the game is pretty neat, with levels that are upside, tiny, zoomed in, etc.
However, your character 'slides' slightly when moving/jumping and sometimes the controls don't respond precisely enough.
With this type of game you really want 100% control. There also don't seem to be too many different levels. I only played it for
about 9 minutes (those 4 hours was me idling for cards) and already replayed some levels several times.. ITS NOT FREE.. It's
not quite as deep as I had hoped it would be when I voted for Greenlight, but it's definitely a fun cheap play that will keep you
entertained for a day or two.

Pros:
-Amusing for a casual game
-Cheap
-Fun topic

Cons:
-Poor instructions
-Once you learn the optimal way to win, zero incentive to play any other way... little replay value. Low budget cash grab. Plain
and simple. Just about every aspect of this game is like a garbage dump full of seagulls on a hot summer day - it stinks. It's
completely unworthy of the Star Raiders name. I was hoping for a fun reminder of what Star Raiders was like on an Atari 800
but this just doesn't have the feel or solid gameplay that made the original game unforgettable.

This game is more of a ripoff version of Psygnosis' Colony Wars due to similarities in the spaceflight mechanics and mission
objectives. Unlike Colony Wars however Star Raiders is a shoddy spaceflight shooter that pretty much fails in every
department. The only thing even remotely tied in to the original Star Raiders is the galactic map, and the game devs even
managed to make that fairly lame.. I was really hyped about this game, especially on PC. But the PC version is a blatant copy of
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the mobile version. This immediately drives me away from the game.

PC screen is larger so you could easily fit more info on the main screen. Swapping through different screens manually is so
annoying. And often you don't even notice all the things going on in the game due to that.

Bug: When playing vs AI, even if the game ends, it will never be "over", just saved in the Running Games section forever. Or
you have to cancel the game.

Please create a new UI for the PC version. The current one makes you seem like you wanted to lazily grab more money out of
PC gamers.. surprisingly fun. remember to save.
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one of the missions is to ride a tiny cart until you find a bear and then shoot it with a pistol. This game took my soul.. Ok so this
is seemingly a very short game. The main reason for purchase would have to be local multiplayer which is a much needed thing
in PC games. For some reason most companies don't think PC players have guests over....smdh The flaw here is that there is no
online multiplayer which this game severely needs. It's an ok little game with a little overlookable flaws but charming enough
for a buy if you have occasional company to play with. I'd pay 2 dollars max for this if I were you. I did get aggravated by the
desert race map and deleted it because the ai is STUPID difficult at that point and the weapon system is damn near useless. One
third kill you, another third are bullets that won't hit\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665given most cops are behind you,
the other third are area attacks so those are the only useful ones and I couldn't figure out how to discern the powerups so I just
ended up avoiding them given I'd hav shorter runs with them than without. Also why in the balls did they think it would be fun
to die by touching literally anything even at the speed of a snail!?!? They need to remove that or at least make it so that you only
explode when going fast.. A lot of bugs in this game, when you shoot enemy sometimes they fly around, the scope on M4 starts
shaking left to right very fast, and the SIngle Player mode is boring. Don't know what the Multiplayer mode is like because it
would not let me in, Multiplayer doesn't even highlight, guessing the Multiplayer mode isn't ready yet. 8\/29\/18. Too expensive
at full price for the relatively low improvement over stock scenery. Maybe get it at half-price or less.. Good HOG with some
more interactive stuff compared to the first two parts. I think it is shorter, but that might just be me getting stuck less. I also feel
like there weren't as many locations/backgrounds and several of the ones we got are more plain?. You should get the Great War
1918 to Company of heroes if you are a World War 1 enthusiast or just want a change of battlefield for it. This modifications
quality is amazing.. Disclaimer: My rating may change depending on what I experience as I progress.)
About the author; I am a veteran gamer well versed in the works of H.P. Lovecraft.

83 Hours Played.
- Graphics.
Old-school, pixelatted. This is a game that focuses on gameplay.

- Gameplay.
A difficult rogue game and an enjoyable one at that. You encounter "mini-events" and (mostly) enemies in a maze of rooms.
You can obtain power-ups from chests or altars in secret rooms that curse you. There are five different unlockable characters
each with their own style and story spanning four chapters and locations. You will dodge, shoot, hit, freeze, fry and zap your
way to a boss room and/or a secret level. Your story culminates in a face off against one of the five elder gods.
There is a sanity mechanic, if your sanity gets too low you will commit suicide. This, to me, seems like a wasted opportunity.
Insanity takes many different forms and there are a large variety of stages between sanity and insanity. There are also many
different symptoms aside from suicidal tendencies. What about hallucinations? Or voices? Plus in the world of H.P. Lovecraft;
what about seeing and hearing secrets the sane cannot? The gameplay is fun but it has its share of missed opportunities.

- Story.
The mini-events, characters stories and the general lore draw heavily from H.P. Lovecraft's works and are faithful to them.
However, I feel this game could have benefited with more character development. Part of what made Lovecraft's works great
wasn't just the intangible, unknowable, alien nature of the threats encountered but their impact upon the psyches of those who
encountered them. It was their reactions, their slow decay and descent that indicated to us something was terribly wrong. You
have to build a character up before you can bring them down or it has no impact. Telling me my characters sanity has decreased
does no service to the story when the dialogue relevant to the story sees them holding firm and resolute. Sanity is a very personal
thing, everyone who breaks does so in response to different forms of pressure and noone ever breaks in quite the same way.
Example; there was an episode of Rick & Morty where an AI creates a clone of the dead son of a cop just so he can watch him
melt away in his arms. The cop, unsurprisingly, breaks down sobbing due this exploitation of a deep psychological trauma. The
point is if something malevolent is attempting to break you it will do so in the most personalised way it can and if that thing is an
Elder God then there is no limit to what it can use against you. Whatever you've done, whatever weaknesses you have... it
knows.
We could have gotten to know the characters strengths, their weaknesses, their core values and then depending on our actions
and performance we could have seen those characters triumph or fall by them.
Still, the descriptions and dialogues are enjoyable and true to the stories... but they could have resonated so much more.

Summary.
This is an extremely addictive game and immensely enjoyable especially to Lovecraft fans but given abit more imagination
could have been a transcendent game that actively messed with the player.
I give it a thumbs up and I encourage you to try it.
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